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Moral Faculties and
the Free Market

In his October 2008 testimony before the US Congress
about the “economic tsunami” – the largest economic
downturn since the Great Depression of the 1930’s –
Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the US Federal Reserve
Bank for 18 years, declared:
“Those of us who have looked to the self-interest of
lending institutions to protect shareholder's equity
are in a state of shocked disbelief.” 1

He further stated:
“I made a mistake in presuming that the self-interests
of organizations… were such that they were best
capable of protecting their own shareholders and their
equity…”
“The free market did break down. I still do not fully
understand why it happened, and obviously to the
extent that I figure where it happened and why, I will
change my views.”
“I found a flaw in the model that I perceived is the
critical functioning structure that defines how the world
works.”

What is the flaw in the model?

To discover this, let’s go back to Adam Smith:

 18th century
Scottish moral
philosopher
 Author, The
Wealth of Nations
 Father of capitalist
economics
 Concept of the
“invisible hand”

Adam Smith stated that the decisions of individual
owners to use their capital for their own gain, and of
purchasers to buy for their own interests, would
somehow be guided by an “invisible hand” to produce
the greatest overall prosperity of society:
“As every individual endeavors as much as he can to employ
his capital in the support of domestic industry… [he]
necessarily labors to render the annual revenue of the society
as great as he can.”

“He intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many
other cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which
was no part of his intention.” 2

Guided by an invisible hand

Nobel Laureate economist Milton Friedman fully
endorsed a “free market” economy aimed at
maximizing the personal gain of individual owners of
capital, when he wrote in 1962:
“Few trends could so thoroughly undermine the very
foundations of our free society as the acceptance by
corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to
make as much money for their stockholders as possible.” 2

Free market economy

Adam Smith was first a moral philosopher, rather than
political economist
Smith believed strongly in moral faculties as the
ultimate foundation for our thoughts, words, decisions,
and actions – including the individual economic
activities that culminate in societal wealth
Smith depended on an internal, moral regulation of our
individual decisions and behaviour – a set of Deityinspired rules and laws intended to direct our free
actions, including economic ones.

The fundamental flaw:
leaving out Smith’s moral foundation

Adam Smith was clear in his philosophy:
“By acting according to the dictates of our moral faculties, we
necessarily pursue the most effectual means for promoting the
happiness of mankind, and may therefore be said, in some
sense, to co-operate with the Deity, and to advance as far as in
our power the plan of Providence.”

“[These moral faculties] were plainly intended to be the
governing principles of human nature; the rules which they
prescribe are to be regarded as the commands and laws of the
Deity.” 4

Invisible hand = Divine hand

Adam Smith would not agree with the premise that
greed will drive behavior that is beneficial to individuals
and society:
“By acting other ways, we seem to obstruct the scheme which
the Author of nature has established for the happiness and
perfection of the world.”
“‘All for ourselves’ and nothing for other people, seems, in
every age of the world, to have been the vile maxim of the
masters of mankind.”
“This disposition to admire, and almost to worship, the rich
and the powerful, and to despise, or, at least, to neglect
persons of poor and mean condition...is…the great and most
universal cause of the corruption of our moral sentiments.” 5

Corruption of our moral sentiments

Adam Smith gave us a two-fold formula for individual
and societal prosperity:
 The freedom for individuals to invest their capital
with an eye to their own gain, while consumers
bought in accord with their own benefit
 A morality based in Divine rule and law to guide
both sides of the decisions made in the “free
market”

Two-fold formula for prosperity

Smith consistently referred us to our own “inner
regulator”: our moral faculties, acting within us as our
conscience:
“It belongs to our moral faculties to determine… when and
how far every other principle of our nature ought either to be
indulged or restrained. What is agreeable to our moral
faculties is fit and right, and proper to be done; the contrary
wrong, unfit, and improper.”
“Those vice-gerents of God within us, never fail to punish the
violation of them, by the torments of inward shame and selfcondemnation; and on the contrary, always reward obedience
with tranquillity of mind, contentment, and self-satisfaction.” 6

Inner regulator – our conscience

Without a moral foundation, turning a market economy
loose for each person to pursue his or her “all for myself”
interests is like permissive parents giving the car keys and
no curfew to an immature 14-year old with no drivers
license: a great deal of harm is likely to occur.
Perhaps the lesson to learn
from our current global
recession is that we need
to “grow up” in developing
the moral faculties that
Adam Smith so relied upon
to guide the individual and
societal decisions for
economic prosperity.

Business with a
Moral Compass

Adam Smith said:
“How selfish so-ever man may be supposed, there are evidently
some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortune
of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though
he derives nothing from it except the pleasure of seeing it.”

This sentiment is echoed in the moral principle found in
spiritual texts around the world:
 Love your neighbour as yourself. (Christian Bible)
 No one of you is a believer until he loves for his brother what
he loves for himself. (Islam Hadith)
 Make it your guiding principle to do your best for others and
to be trustworthy in what you say. (Confucius)

Antidote to current capitalism

Lars Kolind became CEO at the time that Oticon, a hearing-aid
enterprise in Denmark was facing bankruptcy and needed to
downsize just to survive. As he shared in an interview:
“I was really under pressure to determine which principles we
should use to make the decisions as to who to lay off.”
“I took the decision, which no one understood, that we would
not fire anyone over 50. Neither would we fire people who
were so essential that we didn’t think we could survive without
them.”

“Other than that, we would let those people go who we
thought would have the best chance of getting another job
quickly - even though these were the ones I would have
preferred retaining.” 7

A case in point… Lars Kolind

What happened once these decisions were made?
“Normally someone in my position would let the department
heads talk to the people. But I talked to every single person
that was to be laid off and that we would work with them to
get a new job the best we could. I was experiencing all their
bad feelings as I was confronting myself with the doubts and
fears of all of these people.”
“The interesting point was that we got through this amazingly
well. Once it was done, people said “wow” and really respected
my decision. I maintained a number of the people who were
fired as very good friends because they respected that it was
necessary. It turned out that we managed to work with almost
all of them to get new jobs.”

A case in point… Lars Kolind

Thus, Lars Kolind turned Oticon around from a near
bankruptcy situation to the top suppliers of devices for
the hearing-impaired people in the world.
“I must admit that I simply made these
decisions and I didn’t really think about
where they came from, which was from
my conscience. Later I realised that this
was really an expression of my spiritual
principles. I try to live and act and lead
according to the principles of Christianity,
the way I understand them: ‘Love God
and love your neighbour.’”

A case in point… Lars Kolind

This is a good example of the combination of Adam
Smith’s free market philosophy and the necessity of
moral principles to guide it: Lars Kolind took care of his
employees even in the midst of a necessary layoff. It’s
the invisible hand guided by conscience.

Invisible hand guided by conscience

The “Coming of Age”
of Moral Capitalism

Over the last 100 years, four distinct contexts of business
leadership have emerged around the world: rationalist,
humanistic, wholistic, and spiritual-based. 8
Each context represents a fundamental change in how
we view the nature of business, how we organize an
enterprise, and how we lead its people.
Each context is present in the business world today.
Understanding these contexts helps to clarify where
we’ve come from and where we’re going in the global
economy today.

Evolution of business leadership

Without any empirical data, it appears that the
Rationalist and Humanistic contexts represent about
70% of the business thinking today, while the Wholistic
and Spiritual-based share the other 30%. The trends
are towards the later
emerging contexts,
while the Wholistic
is gaining strength
and maturity in
business thoughtleadership and
practice.

Tata Steel Ltd. – at 100 years old is India’s premier
producer of steel known for its high quality and
environmental consciousness.
Dr. J. J. Irani, former Managing Director and now an
executive with the Tata Group, in an interview about his
leadership, spoke about the wholistic view of business:
“Business must benefit society; there is no question about it.
You cannot be a spike of prosperity in a sea of poverty. Wealth
creation is not the major goal; it is the means by which we can
serve the community. But unless you create wealth, you cannot
share it.” 9

Wholistic case in point… Dr. J. J. Irani

Muhammad Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank in
Bangladesh and winner of the 2006 Nobel Peace Prize,
is confident in his own viewpoint about business
commerce, and is quite adamant in describing the flaw in
the global economic mentality and system:
“Today's capitalism has degenerated into a casino. The
financial markets are propelled by greed. Speculation has
reached catastrophic proportions. What I rebuke is that today
there is only one incentive for doing business, and that is the
maximization of profits. There need to be many more
companies whose primary aim is not that of earning the
highest profits possible, but that of providing the greatest
benefit possible for human kind.” 10

Wholistic case in point…
Muhammad Yunus

If we’re to recover from the current economic crisis, it
will take more than just new economic policies and
systems. It will take the moral sentiments that Adam
Smith elucidated, and a wholistic view of business and
leadership. And it will take what Vaclav Havel presaged in
1978, ten years before he became the first President of
Czechoslovakia:
“If a better economic and political model is to be created, then
perhaps more than ever before it must derive front profound
existential and moral changes in society. A better system will
not automatically ensure a better life. In fact, the opposite is
now true: only by creating a better life can a better system be
developed.” 11

Moral case in point… Vaclav Havel

That better life is, as Havel said, requires moral changes.
So we come full circle to the wisdom of Adam Smith: our
moral faculty must guide our lives. Only then can we
fulfill the promise and potential not only of each
individual, but also of the global society as a whole.
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